
Julia Amante

Contact me today if you'd like to schedule an
interview or book me for an event!

I'm a Women's Fiction author who writes
emotionally rich stories about family, love, and
the passion of chasing and achieving one’s
dreams. 

I began my writing career in 2000 writing Latina
romance under the pseudonym, Lara Rios, but in
2009, I adopted the pseudonym Julia Amante
when I changed my writing style to reach a new
audience who loved reading not only about
romantic relationships, but about the more
complex bonds women have with parents,
children, and friends. 

Let Us Begin is my latest novel based on the true
story of my Argentine parent's dream of
becoming successful Americans.
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Let Us
Begin

ABOUT THE BOOK
An ambitious young immigrant arrives in New
York in the 1960s, hoping to find success and a
future with his young bride, but in this drama
that spans decades, he faces challenges that
test his character and his love for his family,
leaving him with the question: What does the
American Dream really mean?

Let Us Begin is a general fiction title aimed at
women ages 30+ who are interested in love,
family and the struggle to succeed in America.
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Southwest book tour, primarily to libraries
and some bookstores.
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Speaking engagements at writer's
conferences such as RWA, and Latino
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Social media promotion on Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, Youtube, as well as guest blogging.
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